
Place Language for Security

HS108
Training Language:
EN / AR

Training Methodology:

Presentation & Slides-
Audio Visual Aids-
Interactive Discussion-
Participatory Exercise-
Action Learning-
Class Activities-
Case Studies-
Workshops-
Simulation-

Course Overview:
This program aims to prepare the training of participants on the technical skills and
cognitive security, the art of knowing the importance of the language of the place, and
knowing the types assess security risks.
Course Objective:

To know the importance of the language of the place and its importance in terms of
security.

-

Implications knowledge and indicators of the place from the security standpoint.-
Get the experience in how to read engineering plans for Facilities and learn how to
control the location of the existing weaknesses in the building.

-

Get the Experience in identifying risk areas in the facilities and how to address
them.

-

To gain experience in how to handle the field in the street and cities identify sites
and anticipate danger.

-

To gain experience in the way we communicate with the Chamber of security
operations in terms of transmission and reception of information correctly.

-

Course Outline:

Definition of the language of the place.1.
Importance of the language of the place in terms of security .2.
Identify risks in different places.3.
Reading of engineering plans for Facilities4.
Read the location map from a security standpoint.5.
How to deal with the risks.6.
Types of rooms on security operations.7.
The importance and role of the operating room in the security administration.8.
Manage the security operations room.9.

The way we communicate with patrols and achieving effective communication
in terms of the delivery and reception of information.

10.

Method of analyzing the problem and how to address security.11.
Difference between the security problem and security mistakes.12.
How to run a special operations room and surveillance cameras banned
behaviors

13.

Who Should Attend:
Security managers, supervisors , staff, safety and security in public facilities, industrial
and related devices technically ,for all levels.
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